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Commutants and Reflexivity of Multiplication tuples on
Vector-valued Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces
Sameer Chavan, Shubhankar Podder, and Shailesh Trivedi
Abstract. Motivated by the theory of weighted shifts on directed trees and
its multivariable counterpart, we address the question of identifying commu-
tant and reflexivity of the multiplication d-tuple Mz on a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space H of E-valued holomorphic functions on Ω, where E is a sep-
arable Hilbert space and Ω is a bounded domain in Cd admitting bounded
approximation by polynomials. In case E is a finite dimensional cyclic sub-
space for Mz , under some natural conditions on the B(E)-valued kernel asso-
ciated with H , the commutant of Mz is shown to be the algebra H∞
B(E)
(Ω) of
bounded holomorphic B(E)-valued functions on Ω, provided Mz satisfies the
matrix-valued von Neumann’s inequality. This generalizes a classical result of
Shields and Wallen (the case of dimE = 1 and d = 1). As an application,
we determine the commutant of a Bergman shift on a leafless, locally finite,
rooted directed tree T of finite branching index. As the second main result
of this paper, we show that a multiplication d-tuple Mz on H satisfying the
von Neumann’s inequality is reflexive. This provides several new classes of
examples as well as recovers special cases of various known results in one and
several variables. We also exhibit a family of tri-diagonal B(C2)-valued ker-
nels for which the associated multiplication operators Mz are non-hyponormal
reflexive operators with commutants equal to H∞
B(C2)
(D).
1. Introduction
This paper is motivated by some recent developments pertaining to the function
theory of weighted shifts on rooted directed trees and its multivariable counterpart
(refer to [32, 17, 36, 13, 15, 16]). In particular, it is centered on the investigation
of two topics from classical function-theoretic operator theory, namely commu-
tants and reflexivity of multiplication tuples on reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
of vector-valued holomorphic functions (refer to [50, 44, 20] for a comprehensive
account on commutants and reflexivity of unilateral weighted shifts and multipli-
cation operators on reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces of scalar-valued holomorphic
functions; refer to [42, 20, 23] for a masterful exposition on reflexivity of algebras
of commuting operators). Via a construction of Shimorin [53], any bounded linear
left-invertible weighted shift on a rooted directed tree can be modeled as the oper-
ator of multiplication by the coordinate function on a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space of E-valued holomorphic functions [17], where E is a separable Hilbert space.
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On the other hand, a classical result of Shields and Wallen [51, Theorem 2] identi-
fies the commutant of a contractive multiplication operator on a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space of scalar-valued holomorphic functions on the open unit disc with the
algebra of bounded holomorphic functions (see [48, Theorem 1], [19, Chapter II,
Theorem 5.4], [54, Chapter VI, Corollary 3.7] for its variants). This provides essen-
tial motivation for vector-valued analog of the aforementioned theorem of Shields
and Wallen (see [48, Theorem 3] for a vector-valued version of [48, Theorem 1]).
Essential ingredients in the proof of the main result of Section 3 (Theorem 3.1)
include an adaptation of the technique from [51] to the present situation, matrix-
valued version of von Neumann’s inequality [39], and the role of the simultaneous
boundedness of reproducing kernel and its inverse along the diagonal (cf. [21, The-
orem 5.2]). Theorem 3.1 is applicable to the so-called Bergman shifts on locally
finite, rooted directed trees of finite branching index (see Proposition 5.1). It is
worth noting that the simultaneous growth of associated Bergman kernel and its
inverse along the diagonal is at most of polynomial order (the reader is referred to
[25] and [35], where asymptotic behavior of scalar-valued kernels has been studied).
The second main result of this paper (Theorem 4.1) ensures reflexivity of mul-
tiplication tuple Mz on a reproducing kernel Hilbert space H of vector-valued
holomorphic functions with essentially the only assumption that Mz satisfies the
von Neumann’s inequality. This provides several new classes of examples and re-
covers special cases of various known results in one and several variables, see [47,
Theorem 3], [50, Section 10, Proposition 37], [10, Theorem 15], [12], [33, Theo-
rem 5.2], [49, Theorem 4.2], [37, Section 0, Theorem 4], [4, Theorem A] (cf. [18,
Proposition 4.4], [43, Theorem 3], [37, Theorem 3], [34, Theorem 3.1], [26, Corol-
lary 3.7], [7, Theorem 1.2], [27, Theorem 2.11], [30, Corollary 7]). It is worth
noting that the techniques employed in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 have
some common features (e.g. bounded approximation by polynomials in the sense
of [51] and [37]). We conclude the paper by exhibiting a two-parameter family of
tri-diagonal matrix-valued kernels to which Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 are applicable.
We set below the notations used throughout this text. For a setX and integer d,
card(X) denotes the cardinality ofX andXd stands for the d-fold Cartesian product
of X . The symbol N stands for the set of nonnegative integers, while C denotes
the field of complex numbers. For α = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ Nd, we use α! :=
∏d
j=1 αj !
and |α| := ∑dj=1 αj . For w = (w1, . . . , wd) ∈ Cd and α = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ Nd, the
complex conjugate w ∈ Cd of w is given by (w1, . . . , wd), while wα denotes the
complex number
∏d
j=1 w
αj
j . The symbol D
d is reserved for the open unit polydisc
in Cd centered at the origin, while the open unit ball in Cd centered at the origin
is denoted by Bd. In case d = 1, we prefer the notation D in place of D1 or B1. Let
H be a complex Hilbert space. If F is a subset of H, the closure of F is denoted
by F , while the closed linear span of F is denoted by
∨{x : x ∈ F}. In case F
is single-ton {x}, then ∨{x} is denoted by the simpler notation [x]. If M is a
finite dimensional subspace of H, then dimM denotes the vector space dimension
of M. For a closed subspace M of H, the orthogonal projection of H onto M is
denoted by PM. For a positive integer d, the orthogonal direct sum of d copies
of H is denoted by H(d). Let B(H) denote the unital Banach algebra of bounded
linear operators on H. The multiplicative identity I of B(H) is sometimes denoted
by IH. For a subspace M of B(H), MWOT denotes the closure of M in the weak
operator topology in B(H). For clarity, the norm ‖ · ‖ on a normed linear space X
is occasionally denoted by ‖ ·‖X . Sometimes, this is denoted by the pair (X, ‖ ·‖X).
For a subset Ω of Cd and a normed linear space X, the sup norm of a function
Φ : Ω → X is given by ‖Φ‖∞,Ω := supw∈Ω ‖Φ(w)‖X . If T ∈ B(H), then ker(T )
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denotes the kernel of T , T (H) denotes the range of T, T ∗ denotes the Hilbert space
adjoint of T , while T (d) ∈ B(H(d)) denotes for the orthogonal direct sum of d copies
of T . Given x, y ∈ H, by the rank one operator x⊗ y, we understand the bounded
linear operator x⊗ y(h) = 〈h, y〉x, h ∈ H.
An operator T ∈ B(H) is left-invertible if T ∗T is invertible in B(H). The
Cauchy dual of a left-invertible operator T ∈ B(H) is given by T ′ := T (T ∗T )−1.
We say that T ∈ B(H) is analytic if ∩n∈NT n(H) = {0}. An operator T ∈ B(H)
is irreducible if it does not admit a proper reducing subspace. By a commuting
d-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Td) in B(H), we mean a collection of commuting operators
T1, . . . , Td in B(H). The notations σ(T ), σH(T ) and σp(T ) are reserved for the
Taylor spectrum, Harte spectrum and joint point spectrum of a commuting d-tuple
T respectively. The Hilbert adjoint of the commuting d-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Td) is
the d-tuple T ∗ = (T ∗1 , . . . , T
∗
d ), and the joint kernel ∩dj=1 ker(Tj) of T is denoted by
ker(T ). Further, for λ = (λ1, . . . , λd) ∈ Cd, by T −λ, we understand the commuting
d-tuple (T1 − λ1IH, . . . , Td − λdIH). A commuting d-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Td) is said
to be a contraction (resp. a joint contraction) if T ∗j Tj 6 I for every j = 1, . . . , d
(resp.
∑d
j=1 T
∗
j Tj 6 I). The commutant S
′ of a subset S of B(H) is given by
S
′ := {T ∈ B(H) : ST = TS for all S ∈ S }.
For a commuting d-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Td) in B(H), we use the simpler notation
{T }′ for S ′, where S = {T1, . . . , Td}. Note that S ′ is a unital closed subalgebra
of B(H). If C ∈ B(H), then LatC denotes the set of all closed linear subspaces
of H that are invariant under C. Let W be a subalgebra of B(H) containing the
identity operator IH, and let LatW be the set of all closed linear subspaces of H
that are invariant under every operator W ∈ W . The set
AlgLatW = {C ∈ B(H) : LatW ⊆ LatC}
turns out to be a WOT-closed subalgebra of B(H), which contains W . We say
that W is reflexive if W = AlgLatW . For a commuting d-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Td) in
B(H), let WT stand for the WOT-closed subalgebra of B(H) generated by T1, . . . , Td
and the identity operator IH:
WT = {p(T ) : p ∈ C[z1, . . . , zd]}WOT,
where C[z1, . . . , zd] denotes the vector space of complex polynomials in z1, . . . , zd
and p(T ) is given by the polynomial functional calculus of T . A commuting d-tuple
T is reflexive if WT is reflexive.
Here is the outline of the paper. In Section 2, we collect essential facts pertain-
ing to the operator-valued kernels and associated reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces.
Further, we formally introduce the notion of functional Hilbert space and discuss
some properties of associated multiplication tuple. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted
to main results of this paper (and their immediate consequences) on commutants
and reflexivity of multiplications tuples on functional Hilbert spaces respectively.
In the final section, we discuss applications of the main results to the theory of
weighted shifts on rooted directed trees. Among various applications, we derive
the curious fact that the commutant of a Bergman shift on a leafless, locally finite
rooted directed tree T of finite branching index is abelian if and only if T is graph
isomorphic to the rooted directed tree without any branching vertex.
2. Operator-valued Reproducing Kernels
Before we introduce the so-called functional Hilbert spaces, we briefly recall
from [1], [40] some definitions and facts pertaining to Hilbert spaces associated
with operator-valued kernels. Let E be a Hilbert space and let X be any set. A
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weak B(E)-valued kernel on X is a function κ : X ×X → B(E) such that, for any
finite set {λ1, . . . , λn} ⊆ X and any vectors v1, . . . , vn ∈ E, we have
n∑
i,j=1
〈κ(λi, λj)vj , vi〉E > 0.
If, in addition, κ(λ, λ) 6= 0 for any λ ∈ X , then κ is referred to as a B(E)-valued
kernel on X .
With any B(E)-valued kernel κ : X ×X → B(E), one can associate a Hilbert
space H of E-valued functions on X such that for every λ ∈ X,
(C1) the evaluation at λ is a continuous linear function from H to E,
(C2) {f(λ) : f ∈ H } 6= {0}
(see [1, Theorem 2.60], [40, Theorem 6.12]). In this case, for any g ∈ E and λ ∈ X,
κ(·, λ)g ∈ H ,
〈f, κ(·, λ)g〉H = 〈f(λ), g〉E , f ∈ H
}
(1)
(refer to [1, Remark 2.65] for details). Conversely, any Hilbert space H of E-
valued functions on a setX satisfying conditions (C1) and (C2) can be shown to be a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space associated with a weak B(E)-valued kernel κH on
X (see [1, Theorem 2.60]). However, if H contains E, then one can ensure that any
weak B(E)-valued kernel is indeed a B(E)-valued kernel. Indeed, if κ(λ, λ)g = 0
for some λ ∈ Ω and g ∈ E, then
‖κ(·, λ)g‖2 = 〈κ(·, λ)g, κ(·, λ)g〉H (1)= 〈κ(λ, λ)g, g〉E , (2)
which implies that κ(·, λ)g = 0, and hence by (1) applied to the constant function
f = g, we get g = 0.
A bounded open connected subset Ω of Cd is said to be an admissible domain
if it has the following property: For any bounded holomorphic function φ : Ω→ C,
there exists a sequence {pn}∞n=1 of polynomials such that
• for some M > 0, ‖pn‖∞,Ω 6M‖φ‖∞,Ω for every integer n > 1,
• pn(w) converges to φ(w) as n→∞ for every w ∈ Ω.
It is well-known that if a bounded domain Ω has polynomially convex closure in
Cd, then Ω is admissible provided it is star-shaped or strictly pseudoconvex with
C2 boundary (see, for instance, [37, Proof of Theorem 4], [7, Lemma 2.2]). In what
follows, we also need the notion of vector-valued holomorphic function f : Ω→ Z,
where Ω is a domain in Cd and Z is a normed linear space. Recall that f is
holomorphic if φ ◦ f is holomorphic for every bounded linear functional φ on Z.
Although the following is not standard, we find it convenient for our purpose.
Definition 2.1. A functional Hilbert space is the quadruple (H , κH ,Ω, E),
where Ω is an admissible domain in Cd, E is a separable Hilbert space and H is
a reproducing kernel Hilbert space of holomorphic functions f : Ω→ E associated
with the B(E)-valued kernel κH : Ω× Ω→ B(E) satisfying the following:
⋄ (z-invariance) for any f ∈ H , the function zjf : Ω→ E given by
(zjf)(w) = wjf(w), w = (w1, . . . , wd) ∈ Ω
belongs to H for every j = 1, . . . , d,
⋄ (Density of polynomials) the space of E-valued polynomials in z1, . . . , zd
forms a dense subspace of H :
∨{zαg : α ∈ Nd, g ∈ E} = H .
Remark 2.2. Suppose that Ω contains the origin 0. Then the condition
κ(λ, 0) = IE , λ ∈ Ω, (3)
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together with the reproducing property implies that H contains the space E of all
E-valued constant functions. This fact combined with the z-invariance of H implies
that indeed H contains the subspace P of all E-valued polynomials in z1, . . . , zd.
Further, the condition (1) allows to rephrase the normalization condition as
〈f − f(0), g〉H = 0, g ∈ E, f ∈ H .
Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space. A function Φ : Ω→ B(E) is
said to be a multiplier of H if Φ is holomorphic and
Φf ∈ H whenever f ∈ H ,
where (Φf)(w) = Φ(w)f(w) for w ∈ Ω. Any multiplier Φ induces the bounded
linear operator MΦ : H → H given by
MΦf = Φf, f ∈ H .
Indeed, in view of the closed graph theorem, this is immediate from
〈Φf, κH (·, w)h〉H (1)= 〈Φ(w)f(w), h〉E , f ∈ H , w ∈ Ω, h ∈ E.
By the multiplier norm of Φ, we understand the operator norm of MΦ. We say
that Φ : Ω→ B(E) is bounded if ‖Φ‖∞,Ω <∞. In this paper, we will be interested
in the algebra
H∞
B(E)
(Ω) :=
{
Φ : Ω→ B(E) | Φ is a bounded holomorphic function
}
.
It can be easily deduced from Weierstrass convergence theorem [45, Chapter I,
Theorem 1.9] thatH∞
B(E)
(Ω) is a Banach algebra endowed with the sup norm ‖·‖∞,Ω.
In case E = C, we use the simpler and standard notation H∞(Ω) for H∞
B(E)
(Ω).
Remark 2.3. By the definition of the functional Hilbert space, zjIE : Ω →
B(E) given by
(zjIE)(w) = wjIE , w = (w1, . . . , wd) ∈ Ω,
is a multiplier of H for j = 1, . . . , d. In particular, MzjIE defines a bounded linear
operator on H . We find it convenient to denote MzjIE by Mzj . Note that the
d-tuple Mz = (Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd) is a commuting d-tuple in B(H ).
We collect below several elementary properties of functional Hilbert spaces and
associated multiplication operators.
Proposition 2.4. Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space and let Mz
denote the commuting d-tuple of multiplication operators Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd in B(H ).
Then, we have
(i)
∨{κH (·, w)g : w ∈ Ω, g ∈ E} = H ,
(ii) κH (·, w)(g + h) = κH (·, w)g + κH (·, w)h for every w ∈ Ω and g, h ∈ E,
(iii) for any linearly independent subset G of E, {κH (·, w)g : g ∈ G} is linearly
independent in H for every w ∈ Ω,
(iv) κH (·, w)E ⊆ ker(M ∗z − w) for every w ∈ Ω.
In addition, if E is finite dimensional, then for any w ∈ Ω, we have
(v) κH (w,w) ∈ B(E) is invertible such that ‖κH (w,w)−1‖‖κH (w,w)‖ > 1,
(vi) ‖κH (w,w)−1‖‖κH (w,w)‖ = 1 if and only if κH (w,w) = µ(w)IE for
some scalar µ(w) > 0,
(vii) ker(M ∗z − w) = κH (·, w)E,
(viii) dim κH (·, w)E = dimE.
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Proof. Let w ∈ Ω. The part (i) follows from the fact that any f ∈ H or-
thogonal to κH (·, w)E satisfies f(w) = 0 in view of (1). Part (ii) follows from (1)
and additivity of the inner-product. To see (iii), in view of (ii), we may suppose
that κH (·, w)g = 0 for some g ∈ E. Thus κH (w,w)g = 0, and hence by the
injectivity of κH (w,w) (see the discussion following (1)), g = 0. This completes
the verification of (iii).
Assume that E is finite dimensional, and let w ∈ Ω. Since κH (w,w) is injective
and E is finite dimensional, κH (w,w) ∈ B(E) is invertible. The remaining part in
(v) is now obvious. To see (vi), note that by (2), κH (w,w) is a positive operator.
By the spectral theorem, κH (w,w) is unitarily equivalent to a diagonal matrix
with positive diagonal entries, say, µj(w), j = 1, . . . , dimE. Further,
‖κH (w,w)‖ = max
16j6dimE
µj(w), ‖κH (w,w)−1‖ =
(
min
16j6dimE
µj(w)
)−1
.
It follows that ‖κH (w,w)−1‖‖κH (w,w)‖ = 1 if and only if
max
16j6dimE
µj(w) = min
16j6dimE
µj(w),
which is possible if and only if µ1(w) = · · · = µdimE(w). In this case, κH (w,w)
must be a scalar multiple of IE . This completes the verification of (vi).
The facts (iv), (vii) and (viii) may be deduced from (1) and the density of
E-valued polynomials in z1, . . . , zd. Indeed, these parts have been noted implicitly
in the proof of [15, Corollaries 4.1.11 and 4.2.11]. 
Remark 2.5. Note that κH (·, w)g is precisely the value of the adjoint of the
evaluation map Ew : H → E evaluated at g as discussed in [40], [21].
Corollary 2.6. Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space and let Mz
denote the commuting d-tuple of multiplication operators Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd in B(H ).
Then the Harte spectrum σH(Mz) of Mz contains the closure of Ω.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4(iv), {w ∈ Cd : w ∈ Ω} is contained in the joint
point spectrum σp(M
∗
z ) of M
∗
z . However, by the general theory [22],
σp(M
∗
z ) ⊆ σH(M ∗z ) = {w ∈ Cd : w ∈ σH(Mz)}.
It follows that Ω ⊆ σH(Mz). The desired conclusion now follows from the fact that
the Harte spectrum is closed [22]. 
Remark 2.7. Note that the Harte spectrum σH(Mz) of Mz is dominating for
the algebra H∞(Ω) in the following sense:
‖f‖∞,Ω = ‖f‖∞,σH(Mz)∩Ω, f ∈ H∞(Ω).
The condition that a spectral system (e.g. Harte spectrum, essential Taylor spec-
trum, essential Harte spectrum) is dominating for the algebra of bounded holomor-
phic functions appears in a variety of results on the invariant subspaces or reflexivity
of tuples (see [26, Corollary 3.7], [42, Theorem 10.2.2], [29, Theorem 4.2]).
We find it convenient to introduce the following terminologies, which resemble
with that of von Neumann d-tuple (refer to [19], [23]).
Definition 2.8. Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space and let Mz
denote the commuting d-tuple of multiplication operators Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd in B(H ).
We say that Mz satisfies von Neumann’s inequality if there exists a constant K > 0
such that
‖p(Mz)‖B(H ) 6 K ‖p‖∞,Ω, p ∈ C[z1, . . . , zd].
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We say that Mz satisfies the matrix-valued von Neumann’s inequality if there exists
a constant K > 0 such that
‖(pi,j(Mz))16i,j6m‖B(H (m)) 6 K ‖(pi,j)16i,j6m‖∞,Ω, pi,j ∈ C[z1, . . . , zd], m ∈ N.
Remark 2.9. Note that the multiplication tuple Mz satisfies von Neumann’s
inequality (resp. matrix-valued von Neumann’s inequality) if the polynomial func-
tional calculus Φ(p) = p(Mz) (p ∈ C[z1, . . . , zd]) is bounded (resp. completely
bounded) in the sense of [39] and [41].
We record the following known fact for ready reference (see [39, Corollary 7.7]
or [6, Theorem 1.2.2] and the remark following it).
Lemma 2.10. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cd and let T be a commuting
d-tuple in B(H). Suppose there exists a commuting d-tuple N of normal operators
in B(K) for some Hilbert space K containing H such that
σ(N) ⊆ Ω and p(T ) = PHp(N)|H, p ∈ C[z1, . . . , zd].
Then T satisfies
‖(pi,j(T ))16i,j6m‖B(H (m)) 6 ‖(pi,j)16i,j6m‖∞,Ω, pi,j ∈ C[z1, . . . , zd], m ∈ N.
List 2.11. We list here some known cases [54, Chapter I, Theorems 4.1], [5,
Pg 88], [31, Theorem 1.1] [38, Pg 987], [8, Proposition 2] in which the pair (Ω, T )
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.10:
• Ω = D, T is any contraction,
• Ω = D2, T is a contractive 2-tuple,
• Ω = Dd, T is a contractive d-variable weighted shift with positive weights,
• Ω = Dd, T is a joint contractive d-tuple.
• Ω = Bd, T is a commuting d-tuple such that
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
) ∑
α∈Nd
|α|=j
j!
α!
T ∗αTα > 0, k = 1, . . . , d.
Under some natural assumptions on the B(E)-valued kernels κH (see (4) and
(5)), the commutants of multiplication tuples T = Mz in B(H ), falling in any one
of the classes mentioned in List 2.11, can be identified with the algebra H∞
B(E)
(Ω)
of B(E)-valued bounded holomorphic functions on Ω (see Corollary 3.4). We will
also show that Mz is reflexive in all the above cases (see Corollary 4.3).
3. Commutants
The first main result of this paper identifies commutants of multiplication tuples
Mz on certain functional Hilbert spaces. A special case of this result (under the
additional assumption that the joint kernel of M ∗z − λ is 1-dimensional for every
λ ∈ Ω) has been essentially obtained in [21, Theorem 5.2].
Theorem 3.1. Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space with finite di-
mensional E and let Mz denote the commuting d-tuple of multiplication operators
Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd in B(H ). Suppose that the reproducing kernel κH satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions:
〈f(·), g〉
E
h ∈ H for every g, h ∈ E and f ∈ H , (4)
sup
w∈Ω
‖κH (w,w)‖B(E)‖κH (w,w)−1‖B(E) <∞ (5)
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(see Proposition 2.4(v)). Then the commutant {Mz}′ of Mz is isometrically iso-
morphic to the Banach algebra
R := {Φ ∈ H∞
B(E)
(Ω) : MΦ ∈ {Mz}′}
endowed with the multiplier norm ‖ · ‖B(H ). In addition, if the multiplication
d-tuple Mz satisfies the matrix-valued von Neumann’s inequality, then {Mz}′ is
isometrically isomorphic to the Banach algebra (H∞
B(E)
(Ω), ‖ · ‖B(H )).
Remark 3.2. The conditions (4) and (5) are natural in the following sense:
• Any E-valued polynomial f satisfies (4).
• In case dimE = 1, κH satisfies (4) as well as (5).
Proof. Let T ∈ B(H ) be in the commutant of Mz and let w = (w1, . . . , wd)
be in Ω. By Proposition 2.4(vii), for any g ∈ E and j = 1, . . . , d,
(M ∗zj − wj)T ∗κH (·, w)g = T ∗(M ∗zj − wj)κH (·, w)g = 0.
Thus T ∗ maps κH (·, w)E into itself. Consequently, there exists an operator Φ(w)
in B(E) such that
T ∗κH (·, w)g = κH (·, w)Φ(w)∗g, g ∈ E (6)
(see, for instance, [1, Pg 32]). Note that for any h ∈ H and g ∈ E,
〈(Th)(w), g〉E (1)= 〈Th, κH (·, w)g〉H = 〈h, T ∗κH (·, w)g〉H
(6)
= 〈h, κH (·, w)Φ(w)∗g〉H (1)= 〈Φ(w)h(w), g〉E .
This shows that T = MΦ for a map Φ : Ω → B(E). Further, since Tg is holomor-
phic for every g ∈ E, so is Φ. We claim that
sup
w∈Ω
‖Φ(w)κH (w,w)‖B(E)
‖κH (w,w)‖B(E)
6 ‖MΦ‖. (7)
Indeed, for any w ∈ Ω and unit vectors g, g˜ ∈ E,
|〈Φ(w)κH (w,w)g, g˜〉E | (1)= |〈MΦκH (·, w)g, κH (·, w)g˜〉H |
6 ‖MΦ‖‖κH (·, w)g‖H ‖κH (·, w)g˜‖H
(2)
6 ‖MΦ‖‖κH (w,w)‖B(E) .
Taking supremum over all unit vectors g, g˜ ∈ E, the claim stands verified. Com-
bining (7) with the assumption (5), we obtain for any w ∈ Ω,
‖Φ(w)‖
B(E)
6 ‖Φ(w)κH (w,w)‖B(E)‖κH (w,w)−1‖B(E)
6 ‖MΦ ‖ sup
w∈Ω
‖κH (w,w)‖B(E)‖κH (w,w)−1‖B(E) , (8)
and hence T = MΦ for Φ in the algebra H
∞
B(E)
(Ω). Clearly, (R, ‖ · ‖B(H )) is a
Banach algebra. It follows that the mapping F : {Mz}′ → (R, ‖ · ‖B(H )) given
by F (MΦ) = Φ is an isometric isomorphism.
To see the remaining part, assume that Mz satisfies the matrix-valued von
Neumann’s inequality. It suffices to check that for every bounded holomorphic
function Φ : Ω → B(E) is a multiplier of H . To see that, let Φ : Ω → B(E) be
a bounded holomorphic function. Let m := dimE and B := {gj : j = 1, . . . ,m}
be an orthonormal basis of E. For w ∈ Ω, let (φi,j(w))16i,j6m be the matrix
representation of Φ(w) with respect to the basis B of E. Fix i, j = 1, . . . ,m. Since
Φ is bounded holomorphic, so is φi,j . By assumption, Ω is an admissible domain
in Cd, and hence there exists a sequence {p(n)i,j }∞n=1 ⊆ C[z1, . . . , zd] such that
(P1) ‖p(n)i,j ‖∞,Ω 6M‖φi,j‖∞,Ω for some constant M > 0,
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(P2) p
(n)
i,j (w) converges to φi,j(w) as n→∞ for every w ∈ Ω.
Let Mm(C) denote the Banach algebra of m ×m matrices of complex entries en-
dowed with the operator norm, and recall the fact that
‖(ai,j)‖Mm(C) 6 m max
16i,j6m
|ai,j |, (ai,j) ∈Mm(C). (9)
Since Mz satisfies the matrix-valued von Neumann’s inequality, for some constant
K > 0, we obtain∥∥(p(n)i,j (Mz))∥∥B(H (m)) 6 K sup
z∈Ω
∥∥(p(n)i,j (z))∥∥Mm(C)
(9)
6 K ′ max
16i,j6m
‖p(n)i,j ‖∞,Ω
(P1)
6 K ′M max
16i,j6m
‖φi,j‖∞,Ω,
where K ′ = mK. Thus for any F ∈ H (m), {(p(n)i,j (Mz))F}∞n=1 is a bounded
sequence in H (m). By [52, Theorem 3.6.11],
{(
p
(n)
i,j (Mz)
)
F
}∞
n=1
admits a weakly
convergent subsequence. For simplicity, we assume that
{(
p
(n)
i,j (Mz)
)
F
}∞
n=1
itself
converges weakly to, say, F˜ ∈ H (m). That is,
lim
n→∞
〈(
p
(n)
i,j (Mz)
)
F ,H
〉
= 〈F˜ , H〉 for all H ∈ H (m). (10)
Let F = ⊕mi=1fi ∈ H (m) and write F˜ = ⊕mi=1f˜i. Fix an integer k = 1, . . . ,m,
g ∈ E, w ∈ Ω, and set H := ⊕mj=1hj , where
hj =
{
κH (·, w)g if j = k,
0 otherwise.
Note that
〈(
p
(n)
i,j (Mz)
)
F ,H
〉
H (m)
=
〈
⊕mj=1
( m∑
i=1
p
(n)
j,i (Mz)fi
)
,⊕mj=1hj
〉
H (m)
=
m∑
i=1
〈
p
(n)
k,i (Mz)fi, κH (·, w)g
〉
H
=
m∑
i=1
p
(n)
k,i (w)
〈
fi(w), g
〉
E
.
Since p
(n)
i,j (w) converges to φi,j(w) (see (P2)), after letting n → ∞ on both sides,
by (10), we obtain
〈F˜ , H〉H (m) =
m∑
i=1
φk,i(w)〈fi(w), g〉E .
However, 〈F˜ , H〉H (m) = 〈f˜k(w), g〉E , so that
〈f˜k(w), g〉E =
m∑
i=1
φk,i(w)〈fi(w), g〉E for every g ∈ E.
Consequently,
f˜k(w) =
m∑
i=1
φk,i(w)fi(w), w ∈ Ω, k = 1, . . . ,m. (11)
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The preceding discussion shows that for every F = ⊕mi=1fi ∈ H (m), we obtain F˜ =
⊕mi=1f˜i ∈ H (m) governed by (11). We apply this association to F (k) = ⊕mi=1f (k)i ,
k = 1, . . . ,m given by
f
(k)
i (w) := 〈f(w), gi〉E gk, w ∈ Ω, i = 1, . . . ,m, (12)
where f ∈ H . By assumption (4), f (k)i ∈ H for all i = 1, · · · ,m. Hence the above
association yields F˜ (k) = ⊕mi=1f˜ (k)i ∈ H (m), k = 1, . . . ,m. It follows from (11) that
f˜
(k)
j (w) =
m∑
i=1
φj,i(w)f
(k)
i (w), w ∈ Ω, j = 1, . . . ,m,
and hence for any w ∈ Ω,
m∑
k=1
f˜
(k)
k (w) =
m∑
k=1
m∑
i=1
φk,i(w)f
(k)
i (w)
(12)
=
m∑
k=1
m∑
i=1
φk,i(w)〈f(w), gi〉E gk = (MΦf)(w).
Since f˜
(k)
k ∈ H for k = 1, . . . ,m, MΦf ∈ H , and hence Φ is a multiplier of H .
Trivially, MΦ commutes with Mz. 
Remark 3.3. It is evident from the proof that the matrix-valued von Neu-
mann’s inequality is required only for the choice m = dimE. Further, it has
been pointed out by the anonymous referee that one can renorm H (assum-
ing (4)), so that it is a RKHS in this equivalent norm with kernel of the form
κ(z, w)IE , where κ is a scalar-valued kernel. This can be achieved by endowing
Kj = {〈f(·), ej〉 : f ∈ H } with the norm, which makes f 7→ 〈f(·), ej〉 a quotient
map, where {e1, . . . , edimE} is an orthonormal basis. Note that (4) allows us to
identify, up to similarity, the C[z1, . . . , zd]-Hilbert modules H and ⊕dimEj=1 Kj . In
particular, Theorem 3.1 can be recovered from its scalar-valued counter-part. The
advantage gained in this process is that the assumption (5) can be relaxed.
In the remaining part of this section, we discuss several applications of Theorem
3.1. The first of which is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.10.
Corollary 3.4. Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space with finite
dimensional E and let Mz denote the commuting d-tuple of multiplication operators
Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd in B(H ). Suppose that the reproducing kernel κH satisfies (4) and
(5). If the pair (Ω,Mz) falls in the List 2.11, then the commutant {Mz}′ of Mz is
equal to the algebra H∞
B(E)
(Ω).
Remark 3.5. Assume that dimE = 1. Then, by Remark 3.2, κH satisfies (4)
and (5). Thus the above corollary is applicable to any pair (Ω, T := Mz) falling
in the List 2.11.
The following answers when the commutant of the multiplication tuple Mz is
abelian (cf. [54, Theorem 4.12], [50, Section 4, Corollary 2], [55, Theorem 7]).
Corollary 3.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, the following state-
ments are equivalent:
(i) The commutant {Mz}′ of Mz is abelian.
(ii) Mz is irreducible.
(iii) dimE = 1.
Proof. In the proof, we need the following properties of multipliers:
(a) MΦMΨ = MΨMΦ if and only if ΦΨ = ΨΦ.
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(b) MΦ is an orthogonal projection if and only if so is Φ.
Suppose that (i) holds. If S, T ∈ {Mz}′ then by the preceding theorem, S = MΦ
and T = MΨ for some bounded holomorphic B(E)-valued functions Φ,Ψ on Ω. But
then by (a), we must have ΦΨ = ΨΦ. Clearly, in case dimE > 1, there are constant
(and hence bounded and holomorphic) functions Φ,Ψ which do not commute. Thus
(i) holds if and only if dimE = 1. This proves the equivalence of (i) and (iii).
Suppose that dimE = 1. Let P be an orthogonal projection belonging to
{Mz}′. By Theorem 3.1, P = MΦ for some bounded holomorphic Φ : Ω → B(E).
By (b), Φ2 = Φ, and hence either Φ = 0 or Φ = IE . This proves that (iii) ⇒ (ii).
Suppose that dimE > 2. Consider the constant B(E)-valued rank one orthog-
onal projection Φ. By (b), MΦ is an orthogonal projection. Further, by (a), MΦ
belongs to {Mz}′. This shows that Mz is reducible, and hence (ii) ⇒ (iii). 
Remark 3.7. Unlike the case of dimE = 1 (see [51, Theorem 2]), the com-
mutant of Mz differs from the WOT-closed algebra WMz generated by Mz and
the identity operator IH on H . Indeed, if dimE > 1, then {Mz}′ is non-abelian,
whereas WMz is easily seen to be abelian.
The following identifies the commutant of an orthogonal direct sum of finitely
many copies of a contractive multiplication operator on a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space of scalar-valued holomorphic functions.
Corollary 3.8. Let (H , κH ,D,C) be a functional Hilbert space and let m be
a positive integer. If the operator Mz of multiplication by z is contractive, then the
commutant {M (m)z }′ of M (m)z ∈ B(H (m)) is equal to the algebra H∞
B(Cm)
(D).
Proof. Suppose that Mz is contractive. Let f = ⊕mj=1fj ∈ H (m) and let
K(z, w) = κH (z, w)ICm . Then, for any x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Cm,
〈f, K(·, w)x〉 =
m∑
j=1
〈fj , kH (·, w)xj〉 =
m∑
j=1
fj(w)xj = 〈f(w), x〉.
In particular, H (m) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space associated with the
B(Cm)-valued kernel K (see [40, Pg 99-100]). This also shows that
〈f(·), x〉y =
m∑
j=1
xjfj(·)y ∈ H (m) for every x, y ∈ Cm and f ∈ H (m),
which is precisely the condition (4). Since K trivially satisfies the boundedness
condition (5), the desired conclusion is immediate from Theorem 3.1. 
4. Reflexivity
The main result of this section shows that the multiplication tuple Mz on any
functional Hilbert space H satisfying von Neumann’s inequality is reflexive. Our
proof is inspired by the technique usually employed either to compute commutant
or to establish reflexivity of the multiplication tuple Mz on a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space of scalar-valued holomorphic functions (cf. [51, Proof of Lemma 5],
[50, Section 10, Proposition 37], [19, Chapter VII, Lemma 8.2], and [37, Section
0, Theorem 4]). The novelty of this refined technique is that it ensures reflexivity
of Mz under the mild assumption that it satisfies von Neumann’s inequality.
Theorem 4.1. Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space and let Mz
denote the commuting d-tuple of multiplication operators Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd in B(H ).
Suppose that Mz satisfies von Neumann’s inequality. Then Mz is reflexive.
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Proof. Clearly, WMz ⊆ AlgLatWMz . To see the reverse inclusion, let A
belong to AlgLatWMz , and note that LatWM∗z ⊆ LatA∗. By Proposition 2.4(iv),
Mw,g := {aκH (·, w)g : a ∈ C} ∈ LatWM∗z , w ∈ Ω, g ∈ E.
Thus there exists a scalar φg(w) such that
A∗κH (·, w)g = φg(w) κH (·, w)g, w ∈ Ω, g ∈ E. (13)
Let {gn}n∈Λ be an orthonormal basis of E. We contend that
φgj = φgk , j, k ∈ Λ. (14)
For w ∈ Ω and j, k ∈ Λ, by two applications of Proposition 2.4(ii), we have
φgj (w) κH (·, w)gj + φgk(w) κH (·, w)gk
(13)
= A∗κH (·, w)gj +A∗κH (·, w)gk
= A∗
(
κH (·, w)gj + κH (·, w)gk
)
= A∗κH (·, w)(gj + gk)
(13)
= φgj+gk(w) κH (·, w)(gj + gk)
= φgj+gk(w) (κH (·, w)gj + κH (·, w)gk).
However, by Proposition 2.4(iii), {κH (·, w)gj}j∈Λ forms a linearly independent
subset of H , and hence we conclude that
φgj (w) = φgj+gk(w) = φgk (w).
This yields (14). Let φ : Ω→ C be a function such that φgj = φ for all j ∈ Λ. It is
now immediate from (13) that
A∗κH (·, w)gj = φ(w) κH (·, w)gj , w ∈ Ω, j ∈ Λ. (15)
This implies that
|φ(w)|‖κH (·, w)gj‖ = ‖A∗κH (·, w)gj‖ 6 ‖A∗‖‖κH (·, w)gj‖, w ∈ Ω, j ∈ Λ.
Since κH (·, w)gj 6= 0 (see Proposition 2.4(iii)), the above estimate shows that
‖φ‖∞,Ω 6 ‖A∗‖, and hence φ is bounded. Further, for any f ∈ H and w ∈ Ω,
(Af)(w) =
∑
j∈Λ
〈(Af)(w), gj〉gj (1)=
∑
j∈Λ
〈Af, κH (·, w)gj〉gj
(15)
= φ(w)
∑
j∈Λ
〈f, κH (·, w)gj〉gj (1)= φ(w)f(w). (16)
Since Af ∈ H , φf ∈ H for every f ∈ H . This shows that φgj ∈ H for every
j ∈ Λ. However, φ(w) = 〈φ(w)gj , gj〉E , j ∈ Λ, and hence φ is holomorphic. Since Ω
is admissible, there exists a sequence of polynomials {pn}n∈N ⊆ C[z1, . . . , zd] such
that for some positive constant M,
‖pn‖∞,Ω 6M‖φ‖∞,Ω, lim
n→∞
pn(w) = φ(w), w ∈ Ω. (17)
Note that for f ∈ H , w ∈ Ω and g ∈ E,
lim
n→∞
〈pn(Mz)f, κH (·, w)g〉H (1)= lim
n→∞
〈pn(w)f(w), g〉E
(17)
= 〈φ(w)f(w), g〉E
(16)
= 〈(Af)(w), g〉E
(1)
= 〈Af, κH (·, w)g〉H . (18)
By von Neumann’s inequality and (17), {pn(Mz)}n∈N is a bounded sequence. This
combined with (18) and Proposition 2.4(i) shows that {pn(Mz)}n∈N converges to
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A in WOT. This shows that A ∈ WMz , and hence AlgLatWMz ⊆ WMz . This
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 4.2. We note the following:
(1) It is evident from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that the assumption of the
density of E-valued analytic polynomials is inessential (cf. Remark 2.2).
(2) Theorem 4.1 is applicable to the multiplication tuple Mz acting on a
functional Hilbert space, which is a Γ-contraction in the sense of [2].
(3) As pointed out by the anonymous referee, the part of Theorem 4.1 till
(16) can also be deduced from [9, Corollary 2.2]. However, after applying
it to the algebra S of all diagonal operators on E, one may conclude
that every operator in AlgLat(WMz ) is of the form Mφ for a S -valued
multiplier φ. Since dimS could be bigger than 1, it is not clear to the
authors how to deduce that the multiplier φ is indeed scalar-valued.
We discuss below several consequences of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.3. Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space and let Mz
denote the commuting d-tuple of multiplication operators Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd in B(H ).
If the pair (Ω,Mz) falls in the List 2.11, then Mz is reflexive.
The next corollary shows that certain joint subnormal multiplication tuples
acting on functional Hilbert spaces are reflexive. In particular, it recovers special
cases of [43, Theorem 3], [11, Theorem 2.4], [28, Theorem 3.8], [24, Theorem 5]
and [30, Theorem 1]. Recall that a commuting d-tuple S = (S1, . . . , Sd) in B(H)
is joint subnormal if there exist a Hilbert space K ⊇ H and a commuting d-tuple
N of normal operators N1, . . . , Nd in B(K) such that Sj = Nj |H for j = 1, . . . , d.
Corollary 4.4. Let (H , κH ,Ω, E) be a functional Hilbert space and let Mz
denote the commuting d-tuple of multiplication operators Mz1 , . . . ,Mzd in B(H ).
If Mz is a joint subnormal d-tuple with normal extension N such that σ(N) ⊆ Ω,
then Mz is reflexive.
Proof. By the spectral theorem for normal tuples [1], Mz satisfies von Neu-
mann’s inequality. Now apply Theorem 4.1. 
A celebrated result of Brown and Chevreau [12] states that any contraction with
isometric H∞-functional calculus is reflexive (see [54, Chapter III, Theorem 11.3]
for exact statement). The following provides a sufficient condition for reflexivity of
polynomially bounded operators (cf. [18, Proposition 4.4], [4, Theorem A]). Recall
that T ∈ B(H) is polynomially bounded if there exists a constant M > 0 such that
‖p(T )‖B(H ) 6M‖p‖∞,D for every p ∈ C[z].
Corollary 4.5. Any left-invertible, analytic polynomially bounded T in B(H)
is reflexive provided the spectral radius of the Cauchy dual operator T ′ is at most 1.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 4.1 and Shimorin’s analytic model
for left-invertible analytic operators [53], where the assumption that r(T ′) 6 1
ensures that the E-valued functions in the model space H of T are holomorphic
in the open unit disc D. 
The last corollary is applicable to any analytic operator T in B(H) satisfying
the following inequality:
‖Tx+ y‖2 6 2(‖x‖2 + ‖Ty‖2), x, y ∈ H.
In fact, an examination of the proof of [53, Theorem 3.6] shows that the Cauchy
dual T ′ of T exists and satisfies I− 2T ′∗T ′+T ′∗2T ′2 6 0. It can be concluded from
[46, Lemma 1] that T is a contraction and the spectral radius of T ′ is at most 1.
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5. Applications to weighted shifts on rooted directed trees
The reader is referred to [32] for all the relevant definitions pertaining to the
rooted directed trees and associated weighted shifts. Let T = (V, E) be a leafless,
rooted directed tree and let
V≺ := {v ∈ V : card(Chi(v)) > 2}
denote the set of branching vertices. The branching index kT of T is defined as
kT :=
{
1 + sup{dw : w ∈ V≺} if V≺ is non-empty,
0 otherwise,
where dw is the unique non-negative integer such that w ∈ Chi〈dw〉(root) (see [32,
Corollary 2.1.5]). We refer to dw as the depth of w in T . Let Sλ be a weighted shift
on a rooted directed tree T . Then E := ker(S∗λ) is finite dimensional if and only if
T is locally finite with finite branching index (see [17, Proposition 2.1]).
Let T = (V, E) be a leafless, locally finite rooted directed tree. For an integer
a > 2, the Bergman shift Ba is the weighted shift on T with weights given by
λu,a =
1√
card(Chi(v))
√
dv + 1
dv + a
, u ∈ Chi(v), v ∈ V, (19)
where dv is the depth of v in T . Needless to say, the shift B2 is the Bergman shift
if T is the rooted directed tree without any branching vertex. By [15, Proposition
5.1.8], Ba is unitarily equivalent to the operator Mz,a of multiplication by the
coordinate function z on Ha, where Ha is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space
associated with the reproducing kernel κHa : D× D→ B(E) given by
κHa(z, w) =
∞∑
n=0
(
n+ a− 1
n
)
znwn P[eroot ] (20)
+
∑
v∈V≺
∞∑
n=0
(dv + n+ a)!(dv + 1)!
(dv + a)!(dv + n+ 1)!
znwn Pl2(Chi(v))⊖[Γv], z, w ∈ D.
Here E = ker(B∗a) and Γv : Chi(v) → C is given by Γv =
∑
u∈Chi(v) λueu. Clearly,
κHa(λ, 0) = IE for any λ ∈ D. Further, it can be easily seen that
‖zng‖2 = (dv + a− 1)!(dv + n)!
(dv + n+ a− 1)!dv! , g ∈ l
2(Chi〈dv〉(root)). (21)
Proposition 5.1. Let T = (V, E) be a leafless, locally finite rooted directed
tree and let Ba be the Bergman shift on T . If T has finite branching index, then
the commutant {Ba}′ of Ba is isometrically isomorphic to (H∞
B(E)
(D), ‖ · ‖B(H )),
where the finite dimensional Hilbert space E equals the kernel of B∗a.
Proof. Suppose that T has finite branching index. Note that
sup
v∈V
∑
u∈Chi(v)
λ2u,a
(19)
= sup
v∈V
dv + 1
dv + a
= 1,
and hence by [32, Proposition 3.1.8], Ba is a contraction. Hence, in view of Theo-
rem 3.1 and the discussion prior to the statement of Proposition 5.1, it suffices to
check that the reproducing kernel κHa , as given by (20), satisfies (4) and (5). To
see (4), let f(z) =
∑∞
n=0 anz
n ∈ H , where {an}n∈N ⊆ E. Let {g1, . . . , gdimE} be
an orthonormal basis of E such that for any i = 1, . . . , dimE,
gi ∈ l2(Chi〈ki〉(root)) for some ki ∈ N. (22)
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It is easy to see using (21) that 〈zngj, zngi〉 = 0 if i 6= j. Also, since {znE}n∈N are
mutually orthogonal ([15, Lemma 5.2.7]), we have
‖f‖2 =
∞∑
n=0
‖znan‖2 =
∞∑
n=0
‖
dimE∑
j=1
〈an, gj〉Ezngj‖2
=
dimE∑
j=1
∞∑
n=0
|〈an, gj〉E |2‖zngj‖2. (23)
Note further that
〈f(w), gj〉Egk =
∞∑
n=0
〈an, gj〉Ewngk, w ∈ D,
and hence by the mutual orthogonality of {znE}n∈N, we obtain
‖〈f(·), gj〉Egk‖2 =
∞∑
n=0
|〈an, gj〉E |2‖zngk‖2 =
∞∑
n=0
|〈an, gj〉E |2‖zngj‖2
‖zngk‖2
‖zngj‖2 .
To complete the verification of (4), in view of (23), it suffices to check that the
sequence {‖zngk‖2/‖zngj‖2}n∈N is bounded. Indeed, this sequence is convergent in
view of (21) and (22).
To see (5), fix w ∈ D, and note that κHa(w,w) is a positive diagonal operator
with respect to the orthonormal bases of [eroot] and l
2(Chi(v)) ⊖ [Γv], v ∈ V≺.
Moreover, the diagonal entries of κHa(w,w) are given by
∞∑
n=0
(
n+ a− 1
n
)
|w|2n,
∞∑
n=0
(dv + n+ a)!(dv + 1)!
(dv + a)!(dv + n+ 1)!
|w|2n, v ∈ V≺.
Consider the bi-sequence {am,n}m,n∈N given by
am,n =
(m+ n+ a)!(m+ 1)!
(m+ a)!(m+ n+ 1)!
, m, n ∈ N. (24)
Since a > 2, {am,n}m∈N is decreasing for every n ∈ N. Further, since(
n+ a− 1
n
)
> a0,n, n ∈ N,
it follows that the minimum µmin(w) and maximum µmax(w) of eigenvalues of
κHa(w,w) are given respectively by
µmin(w) =
∞∑
m=0
am0,n|w|2n, m0 := max{dv : v ∈ V≺},
µmax(w) =
∞∑
n=0
(
n+ a− 1
n
)
|w|2n,
where m0 is finite since T has finite branching index. Thus (5) is equivalent to
sup
w∈D
µmax(w)
µmin(w)
<∞. (25)
To see (25), note that
lim
n→∞
(
n+a−1
n
)
am0,n
=
(m0 + a)!
(m0 + 1)!(a− 1)! .
It follows now from (24) that there exists a positive integer n0 such that(
n+ a− 1
n
)
6 (m0 + a)! am0,n, n > n0.
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Consequently,
µmax(w)
µmin(w)
=
∑∞
n=0
(
n+a−1
n
)|w|2n∑∞
n=0 am0,n|w|2n
6
∑n0
n=0
(
n+a−1
n
)|w|2n∑∞
n=0 am0,n|w|2n
+
∑∞
n=n0+1
(m0 + a)! am0,n|w|2n∑∞
n=0 am0,n|w|2n
6
n0∑
n=0
(
n+ a− 1
n
)
|w|2n + (m0 + a)!,
and hence we obtain the conclusion in (25). 
Remark 5.2. An examination of the proof shows that there exists a real poly-
nomial p such that
‖κHa(w,w)‖B(E)‖κHa(w,w)−1‖B(E) 6 p(|w|2), w ∈ D. (26)
The following corollary is immediate from Corollary 3.6, Proposition 5.1 and
[32, Proposition 3.5.1].
Corollary 5.3. Let T = (V, E) be a leafless, locally finite rooted directed tree
and let Ba be the Bergman shift on T . If T has finite branching index then the
commutant {Ba}′ of Ba is abelian if and only if T is graph isomorphic to the
rooted directed tree without any branching vertex.
It would be of independent interest to characterize B(E)-valued reproducing
kernels κ which satisfy (26) for a polynomial p. In the context of Bergman shifts on
T , this problem seems to be closely related to the notion of finite branching index
of T . One may further ask for a multivariable counter-part of Proposition 5.1. We
believe that similar arguments can be used to obtain a counter-part of Proposition
5.1 for multivariable analogs Sλca of Bergman shifts Ba (refer to [15, Chapter 5]
for the definition of Sλca ). Further, it may be concluded from Corollary 4.3 and
[15, Theorem 5.2.6 and Example 5.3.5] that the d-tuple Sλca is reflexive for any
integer a > d. In order to avoid book-keeping, we skip these verifications. Here we
discuss one family of weighted multishift to which Theorem 4.1 is applicable.
The following can be seen as a 2-variable counterpart of [14, Theorem 10] (the
reader is referred to [15] for the definitions of directed Cartesian product of directed
trees and associated multishifts).
Proposition 5.4. Let T = (V, E) be the directed Cartesian product of locally
finite, rooted directed trees T1,T2 and let Sλ = (S1, S2) be a multishift on T
consisting of left-invertible operators S1 and S2. Let E be the joint kernel of S
∗
λ
.
Assume that Sλ satisfies
E ⊆ ker(S∗1S′α22 ) ∩ ker(S∗2S′α11 ) for all (α1, α2) ∈ N2, (27)
and that the 2-tuple (S′1, S
′
2) consists of commuting Cauchy dual operators of spectral
radii at most 1. If Sλ is contractive, then it is reflexive.
Proof. By [15, Theorem 4.2.4], there exist a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
H of E-valued holomorphic functions defined on the unit bidisc centered at the
origin and a unitary U : l2(V ) → H such that USj = MzjU for j = 1, 2. The
desired conclusion now follows from Theorem 4.1, List 2.11, and Lemma 2.10. 
Remark 5.5. In case any one of T1 and T2 is without any branching vertex,
(27) always holds (see [15, Corollary 4.2.9]).
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5.1. A two-parameter family of tridiagonal B(E)-valued kernels. We
conclude the paper by exhibiting a two parameter family of a tridiagonal B(E)-
valued kernels, which satisfy the assumptions of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1. Consider
the rooted directed tree T = (V, E) as discussed in [32, Section 6.2] (see also [17,
Example 3]). Recall that the set V of vertices of T is given by
V := {(0, 0)} ∪ {(1, i), (2, i) : i > 1}
with root = (0, 0), and the edges are governed by Chi(0, 0) = {(1, 1), (2, 1)} and
Chi(1, i) = {(1, i+ 1)}, Chi(2, i) = {(2, i+ 1)}, i > 1.
For positive numbers s and t with t 6= 1, consider the weight system λs,t given by
λ(1,1) = s = λ(2,1),
λ(1,2) = 1 = λ(2,3),
λ(2,2) = t = λ(1,3),
λ(j,i) = 1, j = 1, 2, i > 4.


(28)
Let Sλs,t be the weighted shift with weight system λs,t and let E := ker(S
∗
λs,t
).
Then, as noted in [17, Proposition 4.1], Sλs,t is unitarily equivalent to the multipli-
cation operator Mz on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H of E-valued holo-
morphic functions on the unit disc D. The reproducing kernel κH : D×D→ B(E)
of H is given by
κH (z, w) = IE + α0(x⊗ y z2w + y ⊗ x zw2)
+
∞∑
k=1
(
αk x⊗ x+ αk+1 y ⊗ y
)
zkwk, z, w ∈ D, (29)
where x = e(0,0), y = s(e(1,1) − e(2,1)) are orthogonal basis vectors for E, and
αk :=


1
4s2
(
1− t−2) if k = 0,
1
2s2 if k = 1,
1
4s2 (1 + t
−2) if k = 2,
1
2s2t2 if k > 3.
Clearly, κH satisfies the normalization condition (3). One may argue as in [17,
Example 4] to deduce that
B := {x} ∪ {akzkp(z)}k∈N ∪ {bkzkq(z)}k∈N (30)
forms an orthonormal basis of H , where
a0 = a1 = 1, ak =
1
t
, k > 2, b0 = 1, bk =
1
t
, k > 1, (31)
p(z) = 12s (xz + y), q(z) =
1
2s (xz − y). (32)
Lemma 5.6. The B(E)-valued kernel κH , as given by (29), satisfies the con-
ditions (4) and (5) of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Let f ∈ H . Since B, as given by (30), forms an orthonormal basis for
H , there exist c, ck, dk ∈ C, k > 0, such that
f(z) = cx+
∞∑
k=0
ckakz
kp(z) +
∞∑
k=0
dkbkz
kq(z), z ∈ D.
It follows that ‖f‖2
H
= |c|2 +∑∞k=0 |ck|2 +∑∞k=0 |dk|2. That is, {ck}k>0, {dk}k>0
are in l2(N). For g, h ∈ E, define fg,h(w) = 〈f(w), g〉Eh, w ∈ D. Since {x, y} is
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an orthogonal basis of E, in order to show that fg,h ∈ H , it suffices to check that
fx,y, fy,x, fx,x, fy,y ∈ H . It is easy to see using (32) that
fx,y(w) = cy +
1
2s
∞∑
k=0
(akck + bkdk)w
k+1y, w ∈ D.
Since {zny}n∈N is orthogonal and for n ∈ N,
‖zny‖2H = s2‖Snλs,t(e(1,1) − e(2,1))‖2l2(V )
= s2
(‖Snλs,te(1,1)‖2l2(V ) + ‖Snλs,te(2,1))‖2l2(V ))
6 max{2s2, 2s2t2, s2(1 + t2)},
it follows from {ck}k∈N, {dk}k∈N ∈ l2(N) and (31) that fx,y ∈ H . Along the similar
lines, one can check that fy,x, fx,x, fy,y ∈ H . This yields (4).
To see (5), note that ‖y‖ = s√2. Thus, for w ∈ D, by (29), we have
κH (w,w)x = k1(w,w)x + α0 s
√
2 ww2
y
‖y‖
k1(w,w) = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
αk|w|2k. (33)
Similarly, for w ∈ D, we have
κH (w,w)
y
‖y‖ = α0 s
√
2 w2w x+ k2(w,w)
y
‖y‖ ,
k2(w,w) = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
αk+12s
2|w|2k. (34)
The matrix representation, say A(w), of the positive operator κH (w,w) with re-
spect to the basis {x, y‖y‖} is given by
A(w) =
[
k1(w,w) aw
2w
aww2 k2(w,w)
]
,
where a := α0 s
√
2. The eigenvalues x+(w) and x−(w) of A(w) are given by
x±(w) =
1
2
(
k1(w,w) + k2(w,w) ±
√(
k1(w,w) − k2(w,w)
)2
+ 4a2|w|6
)
.
Clearly, x+(w) > x−(w) for all w ∈ D. It follows that for any w ∈ D,
x+(w)
x−(w)
=
k1(w,w) + k2(w,w) +
√(
k1(w,w) − k2(w,w)
)2
+ 4a2|w|6
k1(w,w) + k2(w,w) −
√(
k1(w,w) − k2(w,w)
)2
+ 4a2|w|6
6
k1(w,w) + k2(w,w) + |k1(w,w) − k2(w,w)| + 2a|w|3
k1(w,w) + k2(w,w) − |k1(w,w) − k2(w,w)| − 2a|w|3
6 max
{
k1(w,w) + a
k2(w,w) − a ,
k2(w,w) + a
k1(w,w) − a
}
,
which, in view of (33) and (34), is easily seen to be of polynomial order as a function
of |w|2. This completes the verification of (5). 
Assume that s ∈ (0, 1/√2] and t ∈ (0, 1). By [32, Proposition 3.1.8], Sλs,t
is a contraction. Combining Lemma 5.6 with Theorem 3.1, we conclude that the
commutant of Sλs,t is isometrically isomorphic to (H
∞
B(E)
(D), ‖ · ‖B(H )), where
E = ker(S∗λs,t) is the 2-dimensional space spanned by x and y. Further, by Theorem
4.1, Sλs,t is reflexive. It is worth mentioning that Sλs,t is never hyponormal, that
is, S∗λs,tSλs,t − Sλs,tS∗λs,t  0 (see [32, Theorem 5.1.2]).
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